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"Available July 31, 2004" The 8th edition of" Introduction to Operations Research" remains the classic operations research text
while incorporating a wealth of state-of-the-art, user-friendly software and more coverage of business applications than ever
before. The hallmark features of this edition include clear and comprehensive coverage of fundamentals, an extensive set of
interesting problems and cases, and state-of-the-practice operations research software used in conjunction with examples from
the text. This edition will also feature the latest developments in OR, such as metaheuristics, simulation, and spreadsheet
modeling.
This book includes case studies that examine the application of operations research to improve or increase efficiency in industry
and operational activities. This collection of “living case studies” is all based on the author’s 30-year career of consulting and
advisory work. These true-to life industrial applications illustrate the research and development of solutions, as well as potential
implementation and integration problems that may occur when adopting these methods into a business. Among the topics covered
in the chapters include optimization in circuit board manufacturing, Decision Support System (DSS) for plant loading and dispatch
planning, as well as development of important test procedures for tyre and pharma industry with shelf life constraints. In particular,
the study on deckle optimization should be of great help to managers in paper industry and consultants for development of deckle
optimization software. The application of operations research throughout the industry makes it an ideal guide for industrial
executives, professionals and practitioners responsible for quality and productivity improvement.
This book discusses recent developments in the vast domain of optimization. Featuring papers presented at the 1st International
Conference on Frontiers in Optimization: Theory and Applications (FOTA 2016), held at the Heritage Institute of Technology,
Kolkata, on 24–26 December 2016, it opens new avenues of research in all topics related to optimization, such as linear and
nonlinear optimization; combinatorial-, stochastic-, dynamic-, fuzzy-, and uncertain optimization; optimal control theory; as well as
multi-objective, evolutionary and convex optimization and their applications in intelligent information and technology, systems
science, knowledge management, information and communication, supply chain and inventory control, scheduling, networks,
transportation and logistics and finance. The book is a valuable resource for researchers, scientists and engineers from both
academia and industry.
This introductory text provides undergraduate and graduate students with a concise and practical introduction to the primary
concepts and techniques of optimization. Practicing engineers and managers will also find useful its concentration on problems
and examples relevant to them. With a strong emphasis on basic concepts and techniques throughout, the book explains the
theory behind each technique as simply as possible, along with illustrations and worked examples. It gives a balanced treatment of
both the linear and nonlinear programming, plus search techniques, geometric programming, and game theory. Some typical
problems varying in difficulty level are solved so readers can appreciate intricacies of the underlying concepts useful for practical
problem solving. Suitable for individual or group learning, the book also includes numerous end-of-chapter problems for study and
review.
An exceptionally comprehensive treatment of this subject aimed at students in business, management, science, and engineering.
Topics include linear, non-linear, integer, and dynamic programming, network analysis, quadratic and separable programming,
inventory control, probabilistic methods, and many other topics. Numerous applications.
Special features of the book 1. A very comprehensive and accessible approach in the presentation of the material. 2. A variety of
solved examples to illustrate the theoretical results. 3. A large number of unsolved exercises for the students are given for practice
at the end of each section. 4. Solution to each unsolved examples are given at the end of each exercise.
The Mathematical Aspects Of Operations Research And Systems Analysis Concerned With Optimization Of Objectives Form The
Subject Of This Book. In Its Revised, Updated And Enlarged Third Edition, Discussion On Linear Programming Has Been
Expanded And Recast With Greater Emphasis On Duality Theory, Sensitivity Analysis, Parametric Programming, Multiobjective
And Goal Programming And Formulation And Solution Of Practical Problems. Chapters On Nonlinear Programming Include
Integer Programming, Kuhn-Tucker Theory, Separable And Quadratic Programming, Dynamic Programming, Geometric
Programming And Direct Search And Gradient Methods. A Chapter On Theory Of Games Is Also Included. A Short Note On
Karmarkars Projective Algorithm Is Given In The Appendix.The Book Keeps In View The Needs Of The Student Taking A Regular
Course In Operations Research Or Mathematical Programming, And Also Of Research Scholars In Other Disciplines Who Have A
Limited Objective Of Learning The Practical Aspects Of Various Optimization Methods To Solve Their Special Problems. For The
Former, Illustrative Solved Examples And Unsolved Examples At The End Of Each Chapter, Small Enough To Be Solved By
Hand, Would Be Of Greater Interest, While For He Latter, Summaries Of Computational Algorithms For Various Methods Which
Would Help Him To Write Computer Programmes To Solve Larger Problems Would Be More Helpful. A Few Computer
Programmes In Fortran Iv Have Also Been Given In The Appendix.
An accessible treatment of the modeling and solution of integer programming problems, featuring modern applications and
software In order to fully comprehend the algorithms associated with integer programming, it is important to understand not only
how algorithms work, but also why they work. Applied Integer Programming features a unique emphasis on this point, focusing on
problem modeling and solution using commercial software. Taking an application-oriented approach, this book addresses the art
and science of mathematical modeling related to the mixed integer programming (MIP) framework and discusses the algorithms
and associated practices that enable those models to be solved most efficiently. The book begins with coverage of successful
applications, systematic modeling procedures, typical model types, transformation of non-MIP models, combinatorial optimization
problem models, and automatic preprocessing to obtain a better formulation. Subsequent chapters present algebraic and
geometric basic concepts of linear programming theory and network flows needed for understanding integer programming. Finally,
the book concludes with classical and modern solution approaches as well as the key components for building an integrated
software system capable of solving large-scale integer programming and combinatorial optimization problems. Throughout the
book, the authors demonstrate essential concepts through numerous examples and figures. Each new concept or algorithm is
accompanied by a numerical example, and, where applicable, graphics are used to draw together diverse problems or approaches
into a unified whole. In addition, features of solution approaches found in today's commercial software are identified throughout the
book. Thoroughly classroom-tested, Applied Integer Programming is an excellent book for integer programming courses at the
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upper-undergraduate and graduate levels. It also serves as a well-organized reference for professionals, software developers, and
analysts who work in the fields of applied mathematics, computer science, operations research, management science, and
engineering and use integer-programming techniques to model and solve real-world optimization problems.
This comprehensive book provides the students with the basic knowledge of the processes involved in operations research and
discusses the techniques of solutions to problems and their applications in daily life. Beginning with an overview of the operations
research models and decision-making, the book describes in detail the various optimization techniques such as linear and nonlinear programming, integer linear programming, dynamic programming, genetic programming, and network techniques such as
PERT (program evaluation review technique) and CPM (critical path method). It also explains the transportation and assignment
problems, queuing theory, games theory, sequencing, replacement and capital investment decisions and inventory. Besides, the
book discusses the Monte Carlo simulation techniques for solving queuing, demand forecasting, inventory and scheduling
problems and elaborates on genetic algorithms. Each mathematical technique is dealt with in two parts. The first part explains the
theory underlying the methodology of solution to problems. The second part illustrates how the theory is applied to solve different
kinds of problems. This book is designed as a textbook for the undergraduate students of mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, production and industrial engineering, computer science and engineering and information technology. Besides, the
book will also be useful to the postgraduate students of production and industrial engineering, computer applications, business
administration, commerce, mathematics and statistics. KEY FEATURES : Includes a large number of solved problems to help
students comprehend the concepts with ease. Gives step-by-step explanation of algorithms by taking problems. Provides chapterend exercises to drill the students in self-study.
Uniquely blends mathematical theory and algorithm design forunderstanding and modeling real-world problems Optimization
modeling and algorithms are key components toproblem-solving across various fields of research, from operationsresearch and
mathematics to computer science and engineering.Addressing the importance of the algorithm design process.Deterministic
Operations Research focuses on the design ofsolution methods for both continuous and discrete linearoptimization problems. The
result is a clear-cut resource forunderstanding three cornerstones of deterministic operationsresearch: modeling real-world
problems as linear optimizationproblem; designing the necessary algorithms to solve theseproblems; and using mathematical
theory to justify algorithmicdevelopment. Treating real-world examples as mathematical problems, theauthor begins with an
introduction to operations research andoptimization modeling that includes applications form sportsscheduling an the airline
industry. Subsequent chapters discussalgorithm design for continuous linear optimization problems,covering topics such as
convexity. Farkas’ Lemma, and thestudy of polyhedral before culminating in a discussion of theSimplex Method. The book also
addresses linear programming dualitytheory and its use in algorithm design as well as the Dual SimplexMethod. Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition, and a primal-dual interiorpoint algorithm. The final chapters present network optimizationand integer programming
problems, highlighting various specializedtopics including label-correcting algorithms for the shortest pathproblem, preprocessing
and probing in integer programming, liftingof valid inequalities, and branch and cut algorithms. Concepts and approaches are
introduced by outlining examplesthat demonstrate and motivate theoretical concepts. The accessiblepresentation of advanced
ideas makes core aspects easy tounderstand and encourages readers to understand how to think aboutthe problem, not just what
to think. Relevant historical summariescan be found throughout the book, and each chapter is designed asthe continuation of the
“story” of how to both modeland solve optimization problems by using the specificproblems-linear and integer programs-as
guides. The book’svarious examples are accompanied by the appropriate models andcalculations, and a related Web site
features these models alongwith Maple™ and MATLAB® content for the discussedcalculations. Thoroughly class-tested to ensure
a straightforward, hands-onapproach, Deterministic Operations Research is an excellentbook for operations research of linear
optimization courses at theupper-undergraduate and graduate levels. It also serves as aninsightful reference for individuals
working in the fields ofmathematics, engineering, computer science, and operations researchwho use and design algorithms to
solve problem in their everydaywork.
Optimization and Operations Research is a component of Encyclopedia of Mathematical Sciences in the global Encyclopedia of
Life Support Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium of twenty one Encyclopedias. The Theme on Optimization
and Operations Research is organized into six different topics which represent the main scientific areas of the theme: 1.
Fundamentals of Operations Research; 2. Advanced Deterministic Operations Research; 3. Optimization in Infinite Dimensions; 4.
Game Theory; 5. Stochastic Operations Research; 6. Decision Analysis, which are then expanded into multiple subtopics, each as
a chapter. These four volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences: University and College students Educators,
Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and Policy Analysts, Managers, and Decision Makers and NGOs.
For first courses in operations research, operations management Optimization in Operations Research, Second Edition covers a
broad range of optimization techniques, including linear programming, network flows, integer/combinational optimization, and
nonlinear programming. This dynamic text emphasizes the importance of modeling and problem formulation andhow to apply
algorithms to real-world problems to arrive at optimal solutions. Use a program that presents a better teaching and learning
experience-for you and your students. Prepare students for real-world problems: Students learn how to apply algorithms to
problems that get them ready for their field. Use strong pedagogy tools to teach: Key concepts are easy to follow with the text's
clear and continually reinforced learning path. Enjoy the text's flexibility: The text features varying amounts of coverage, so that
instructors can choose how in-depth they want to go into different topics.
We take great pleasure in presenting to the readers the second throughly revised edition of the book after a number of
reprints.The suggestions received from the readers have been carefully incorporated in this edition and almost the entire subject
matter has been reorganised,revised and rewritten.
The theorem of minkowski for polyhedral monoids and aggregated linear diophantine systems; Integer rounding and polyhedral
decomposition for totally unimodular systems; Measure extensions according to a given function; On parametric linear
optimization; On the complexity of clustering problems; The solution of algebraic assignment and transportation problems;
Application of optimization methods to the solution of operator equations; A note on directional differentiability of flow network
equilibria with respect to a parameter; On solving symmetric assignment and perfect matching problems with algebraic objectives.
A comprehensive introduction to the tools, techniques and applications of convex optimization.
Operations research (OR) is a core discipline in military and defense management. Coming to the forefront initially during World
War II, OR provided critical contributions to logistics, supply chains, and strategic simulation, while enabling superior decisionPage 2/5
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making for Allied forces. OR has grown to include analytics and many applications, including artificial intelligence, cybersecurity,
and big data, and is the cornerstone of management science in manufacturing, marketing, telecommunications, and many other
fields. The Handbook of Military and Defense Operations Research presents the voices leading OR and analytics to new heights in
security through research, practical applications, case studies, and lessons learned in the field. Features Applies the experiences
of educators and practitioners working in the field Employs the latest technology developments in case studies and applications
Identifies best practices unique to the military, security, and national defense problem space Highlights similarities and
dichotomies between analyses and trends that are unique to military, security, and defense problems
Linear programming (LP), modeling, and optimization are very much the fundamentals of OR, and no academic program is
complete without them. No matter how highly developed one’s LP skills are, however, if a fine appreciation for modeling isn’t
developed to make the best use of those skills, then the truly ‘best solutions’ are often not realized, and efforts go wasted. Katta
Murty studied LP with George Dantzig, the father of linear programming, and has written the graduate-level solution to that
problem. While maintaining the rigorous LP instruction required, Murty's new book is unique in his focus on developing modeling
skills to support valid decision making for complex real world problems. He describes the approach as 'intelligent modeling and
decision making' to emphasize the importance of employing the best expression of actual problems and then applying the most
computationally effective and efficient solution technique for that model.
The scientific monograph of a survey kind presented to the reader's attention deals with fundamental ideas and basic schemes of
optimization methods that can be effectively used for solving strategic planning and operations manage ment problems related, in
particular, to transportation. This monograph is an English translation of a considerable part of the author's book with a similar title
that was published in Russian in 1992. The material of the monograph embraces methods of linear and nonlinear programming;
nonsmooth and nonconvex optimization; integer programming, solving problems on graphs, and solving problems with mixed
variables; rout ing, scheduling, solving network flow problems, and solving the transportation problem; stochastic programming,
multicriteria optimization, game theory, and optimization on fuzzy sets and under fuzzy goals; optimal control of systems described
by ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, gen eralized differential equations (differential inclusions), and
functional equations with a variable that can assume only discrete values; and some other methods that are based on or adjoin to
the listed ones.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the most important and frequently considered optimization problems concerning
cutting and packing. Based on appropriate modeling approaches for the problems considered, it offers an introduction to the
related solution methods. It also addresses aspects like performance results for heuristic algorithms and bounds of the optimal
value, as well as the packability of a given set of objects within a predefined container. The problems discussed arise in a wide
variety of different fields of application and research, and as such, the fundamental knowledge presented in this book make it a
valuable resource for students, practitioners, and researchers who are interested in dealing with such tasks.
These proceedings consist of 30 selected research papers based on results presented at the 10th Balkan Conference & 1st
International Symposium on Operational Research (BALCOR 2011) held in Thessaloniki, Greece, September 22-24, 2011.
BALCOR is an established biennial conference attended by a large number of faculty, researchers and students from the Balkan
countries but also from other European and Mediterranean countries as well. Over the past decade, the BALCOR conference has
facilitated the exchange of scientific and technical information on the subject of Operations Research and related fields such as
Mathematical Programming, Game Theory, Multiple Criteria Decision Analysis, Information Systems, Data Mining and more, in
order to promote international scientific cooperation. The carefully selected and refereed papers present important recent
developments and modern applications and will serve as excellent reference for students, researchers and practitioners in these
disciplines. ?
This textbook provides students with fundamentals and advanced concepts in optimization and operations research. It gives an
overview of the historical perspective of operations research and explains its principal characteristics, tools, and applications. The
wide range of topics covered includes convex and concave functions, simplex methods, post optimality analysis of linear
programming problems, constrained and unconstrained optimization, game theory, queueing theory, and related topics. The text
also elaborates on project management, including the importance of critical path analysis, PERT and CPM techniques. This
textbook is ideal for any discipline with one or more courses in optimization and operations research; it may also provide a solid
reference for researchers and practitioners in operations research.
A reference for those working at the interface of operations planning and optimization modeling, Operations Planning: Mixed
Integer Optimization Models blends essential theory and powerful approaches to practical operations planning problems. It
presents a set of classical optimization models with widespread application in operations planning. The discussion of each of these
classical models begins with the motivation for studying the problem as well as examples of the problem’s application in
operations planning contexts. The book explores special structural results and properties of optimal solutions that have led to
effective algorithmic solution approaches for each problem class. Each of the models and solution methods presented is the result
of high-impact research that has been published in the scholarly literature, with appropriate references cited throughout the book.
The author highlights the close relationships among the models, examining those situations in which a particular model results as
a special case of other related models or how one model generalizes another. Understanding these relationships allows you to
more easily characterize new models being developed through their relationships to classical models. The models and methods
presented in the book have widespread application in operations planning. It enables you to recognize the structural similarities
between models and to recognize these structural elements within other contexts. It also gives you an understanding of various
critical operations research techniques and classical operations planning models, without the need to consult numerous sources.
The Student Solutions Manual contains solutions to selected problems in the book.
Linear programming is one of the most extensively used techniques in the toolbox of quantitative methods of optimization. One of
the reasons of the popularity of linear programming is that it allows to model a large variety of situations with a simple framework.
Furthermore, a linear program is relatively easy to solve. The simplex method allows to solve most linear programs efficiently, and
the Karmarkar interior-point method allows a more efficient solving of some kinds of linear programming. The power of linear
programming is greatly enhanced when came the opportunity of solving integer and mixed integer linear programming. In these
models all or some of the decision variables are integers, respectively. In this book we provide a brief introduction to linear
programming, together with a set of exercises that introduce some applications of linear programming. We will also provide an
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introduction to solve linear programming in R. For each problem a possible solution through linear programming is introduced,
together with the code to solve it in R and its numerical solution.
This book explains the theoretical structure of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and focuses on the application of PSO to portfolio
optimization problems. The general goal of portfolio optimization is to find a solution that provides the highest expected return at
each level of portfolio risk. According to H. Markowitz's portfolio selection theory, as new assets are added to an investment
portfolio, the total risk of the portfolio’s decreases depending on the correlations of asset returns, while the expected return on the
portfolio represents the weighted average of the expected returns for each asset. The book explains PSO in detail and
demonstrates how to implement Markowitz’s portfolio optimization approach using PSO. In addition, it expands on the Markowitz
model and seeks to improve the solution-finding process with the aid of various algorithms. In short, the book provides
researchers, teachers, engineers, managers and practitioners with many tools they need to apply the PSO technique to portfolio
optimization.
This book focuses on recent advances in nonlinear analysis and optimization with important applications drawn from various fields,
such as artificial intelligence, genetic algorithms, optimization problems under uncertainty, and fuzzy logic. Specifically, it is
devoted to nonlinear problems associated with optimization which have some connection with applications. The ideas and
techniques developed here will serve to stimulate further research in this dynamic field, and, in this way, the book will become a
valuable reference for researchers, engineers and students in the field of mathematics, management science, operations
research, optimal control science and economics.
The first edition of Integrated Methods for Optimization was published in January 2007. Because the book covers a rapidly
developing field, the time is right for a second edition. The book provides a unified treatment of optimization methods. It brings
ideas from mathematical programming (MP), constraint programming (CP), and global optimization (GO)into a single volume.
There is no reason these must be learned as separate fields, as they normally are, and there are three reasons they should be
studied together. (1) There is much in common among them intellectually, and to a large degree they can be understood as
special cases of a single underlying solution technology. (2) A growing literature reports how they can be profitably integrated to
formulate and solve a wide range of problems. (3) Several software packages now incorporate techniques from two or more of
these fields. The book provides a unique resource for graduate students and practitioners who want a well-rounded background in
optimization methods within a single course of study. Engineering students are a particularly large potential audience, because
engineering optimization problems often benefit from a combined approach—particularly where design, scheduling, or logistics are
involved. The text is also of value to those studying operations research, because their educational programs rarely cover CP, and
to those studying computer science and artificial intelligence (AI), because their curric ula typically omit MP and GO. The text is
also useful for practitioners in any of these areas who want to learn about another, because it provides a more concise and
accessible treatment than other texts. The book can cover so wide a range of material because it focuses on ideas that
arerelevant to the methods used in general-purpose optimization and constraint solvers. The book focuses on ideas behind the
methods that have proved useful in general-purpose optimization and constraint solvers, as well as integrated solvers of the
present and foreseeable future. The second edition updates results in this area and includes several major new topics:
Background material in linear, nonlinear, and dynamic programming. Network flow theory, due to its importance in filtering
algorithms. A chapter on generalized duality theory that more explicitly develops a unifying primal-dual algorithmic structure for
optimization methods. An extensive survey of search methods from both MP and AI, using the primal-dual framework as an
organizing principle. Coverage of several additional global constraints used in CP solvers. The book continues to focus on exact
as opposed to heuristic methods. It is possible to bring heuristic methods into the unifying scheme described in the book, and the
new edition will retain the brief discussion of how this might be done.
The chapters of this Handbook volume cover nine main topics that are representative of recent theoretical and algorithmic
developments in the field. In addition to the nine papers that present the state of the art, there is an article on the early history of
the field. The handbook will be a useful reference to experts in the field as well as students and others who want to learn about
discrete optimization.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 20th International Conference on Mathematical Optimization Theory and Operations
Research, MOTOR 2021, held in Irkutsk, Russia, in July 2021. The 29 full papers and 1 short paper presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 102 submissions. Additionally, 2 full invited papers are presented in the volume. The papers
are grouped in the following topical sections: ?combinatorial optimization; mathematical programming; bilevel optimization;
scheduling problems; game theory and optimal control; operational research and mathematical economics; data analysis.
Individuals and enterprises are looking for optimal solutions for the problems they face. Most problems can be expressed in
mathematical terms, and so the methods of optimization render a significant aid. This book details the latest achievements in
optimization. It offers comprehensive coverage on Differential Evolution, presenting revolutionary ideas in population-based
optimization and shows the best known metaheuristics through the prism of Differential Evolution.
The objective of this book is to provide a valuable compendium of problems as a reference for undergraduate and graduate
students, faculty, researchers and practitioners of operations research and management science. These problems can serve as a
basis for the development or study of assignments and exams. Also, they can be useful as a guide for the first stage of the model
formulation, i.e. the definition of a problem. The book is divided into 11 chapters that address the following topics: Linear
programming, integer programming, non linear programming, network modeling, inventory theory, queue theory, tree decision,
game theory, dynamic programming and markov processes. Readers are going to find a considerable number of statements of
operations research applications for management decision-making. The solutions of these problems are provided in a concise way
although all topics start with a more developed resolution. The proposed problems are based on the research experience of the
authors in real-world companies so much as on the teaching experience of the authors in order to develop exam problems for
industrial engineering and business administration studies.
This book presents fundamental concepts of optimization problems and its real-world applications in various fields. The core
concepts of optimization, formulations and solution procedures of various real-world problems are provided in an easy-to-read
manner. The unique feature of this book is that it presents unified knowledge of the modelling of real-world decision-making
problems and provides the solution procedure using the appropriate optimization techniques. The book will help students,
researchers, and faculty members to understand the need for optimization techniques for obtaining optimal solution for the
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decision-making problems. It provides a sound knowledge of modelling of real-world problems using optimization techniques. It is
a valuable compendium of several optimization techniques for solving real-world application problems using optimization software
LINGO. The book is useful for academicians, practitioners, students and researchers in the field of OR. It is written in simple
language with a detailed explanation of the core concepts of optimization techniques. Readers of this book will understand the
formulation of real-world problems and their solution procedures obtained using the appropriate optimization techniques.
Covers a broad range of optimization techniques, including linear programming, network flows, integer/combinational optimization,
and nonlinear programming. Emphasizes the importance of modeling and problem formulation, this text teaches students how to
apply algorithms to real-world problems to arrive at optimal solutions.
This two-volume set of texts explores the central facts and ideas of stochastic processes, illustrating their use in models based on
applied and theoretical investigations. They demonstrate the interdependence of three areas of study that usually receive separate
treatments: stochastic processes, operating characteristics of stochastic systems, and stochastic optimization. Comprehensive in
its scope, they emphasize the practical importance, intellectual stimulation, and mathematical elegance of stochastic models and
are intended primarily as graduate-level texts.
A single source guide to operations research (OR) techniques, this book covers emerging OR methodologies in a clear, concise,
and unified manner. Building a bridge between theory and practice, it begins with coverage of fundamental models and methods
such as linear, nonlinear, integer, and dynamic programming, networks, simulation, queuing, inventory, stochastic processes, and
decision analysis. The book then explores emerging techniques including multiple criteria optimization, meta heuristics, robust
optimization, and complexity and large scale networks. Each chapter gives an overview of a particular methodology, illustrates
successful applications, and provides references to computer software availability.
This book constitutes refereed proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Mathematical Optimization Theory and
Operations Research, MOTOR 2020, held in Novosibirsk, Russia, in July 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic the conference
was held online. The 25 full papers and 8 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from a total
of 102 submissions. The papers in the volume are organised according to the following topical headings: ?combinatorial
optimization; mathematical programming; global optimization; game theory and mathematical economics; heuristics and
metaheuristics; machine learning and data analysis.
The art and science of executive decisions. Formulation of liner optimization models. Algebraic and geometric representations of
linear optimization models. Simplex method of solution. Sensitivity testing and duality. Transportation problem. Shortest-route and
other network models. Introduction to dynamic optimization models. Dynamic optimization of inventory scheduling. Other examples
of dynamic programming. Decision-making over an unbounded horizon. Optimization methods for an unbounded horizon. Integer
programming and combinatorial models. Optimization with a nonlinear objective function. Advenced techniques in nonlinear
programming. Introduction to stochastic programming models. Probabilistic dynamic programming models. Dynamic programming
in markov chains. Probabilistic inventory models. Waitting line models. Computer simulation of management systems;
Implementation of network algorithms. Advanced techniques for waiting line models. Table-probability of a busy period.
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